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English Short Stories for Complete Beginners – Fully

Complete beginners are those learners who have just learned the alphabet, learned the basic simplified sounds of the letters and hardly have any vocabulary. The next step for them is to read very short and simple stories. However, most stories ...

The Complete Robot (1982) is a collection of 31 of the 37 science fiction short stories about robots by American writer Isaac Asimov, written between 1939 and 1977. Most of the stories had been previously collected in the ...

The Complete Stories is a discontinued series intended to form a definitive collection of Isaac Asimov's short stories and novels. Originally published in 1990 (Volume 1) and 1992 (Volume 2) by Doubleday, it was discontinued after the second book of the planned series. Altogether 88 of Asimov's 383 published short stories ...

short stories interactive word games. Oscar Wilde. The Model Millionaire. A note of admiration. Unless one is wealthy there is no use in being a charming fellow. Romance is the privilege of the rich, not the profession ...

Short stories for teens, written by teens for teens, and by writers of all ages from around the world. We have a wide variety of short stories for teens in both fiction and ...
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